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Final Report
Grant No. AFOSR-83-349

Studies of the Structural Dynamic Behavior of Satellite Antenna system

I Introduction

The "hoop-column" or "hoop-maypole" type of antenna (pig. 1..) is typical of
many of the space structures being designed and anticipated for use in near-earth
orbit. The natural modes and frequencies of such sparse structures, which are
exceptionally large and light (i.e , flimsy by earthly standards), must be known with
considerable accuracy to insure that corrective impulses (or other control forces and
moments), as applied by vernier thrusters or control gyros, wilU not inadvertently
trigger unstable closed-loop oscillations.

Motivation for the subject studies were two folds first, to gain some insight as to
the changes in natural modes and frequencies with large variations n design
parameters; and second, to develop a transfer matrix method of analysis as an
alternative to finite element methods (PEN) which are presently the primary analysis
tool in deiling with the dynamic response of complex space structures.
Straightforward applications of powerful analyss approaches such as the finite element
method leave much to be desired. The resalts are umally of mch volume and
complexity as to obscure the nature of the respons and hinder the proper choice of
design changes. A structural breakdown sufficient for accuracy in such analyses in
also costly in manhours and computer time. The transfer matrix approach promises
efficiency at a level which is appropriate for a practical design tool; at the same
time its modular nature may increase insights and understanding regarding the dynamic
behavior of flexible space structures.

The work reported here was conducted in several phases; (a) formulation of the
complete analysis, (b) two-dimensional trend studies of flexible beam-column from
which a rigid bar is umspended by cables, (c) two and three-dimensional trend studies
of "r" and "H" structures typical of various combinations of substructure consisting of
mast, feed assemblies and solar panels, (d) trend studies of the modes and
frequencies of planar, polygonal, cable-stiffened "hoop" structures and (e)
investigations into the numerical difficulties enountered. Fig. 2 (from Ref. 1) i
representative of the kinds of variation likely to be encountered in design studies.

El RemAlts 
Cp

Phase A (Theoretical Development) 6

The first phase resulted in a transfer matrix formulation in which bending in two
normal directions, compreefion/extension, and torsion are all represented in the major
structural components of the system; namely feed assembly, central colum (or mast), 0
hoop and solar panels. Cables are assumed to run from the vertices formed by the 0
ends of each hoop element to three different longitudinal stations on the central mast ....... -----

they are treated as massless springs in which there are (large) preloads. The
portion of the mast between hoop-cable attachments carries a (large) steady,
compres on load, as do the hoop-* polygonal sides. The feed assemblies are treated
as attached to the mast at an angle of 900, but also have an arbitrarily large "bend"-
built into them, to account for "aiming" their -N radiation properly at the reflecting
surface. The solar arrays are treated similarly, but here an arbitratly large, "

R)Sfit~t112 W;



2.

discreet twist" is introduced to account for their being oriented toward the am.
Shear deflectlons are accounted for, as well as mas-offst, which have the
coquence of eliminating symmetry.

The fuU analysi, then, involves 12 x 12 transfer matrices, which succewively
premultiplied, as unknown "tte vectors are eliminated, lead to a 6 x 6 determinant
whose value should be zero for the correct choice of a trial frequency. The solution
procedure, therefore, is to - by trial and error - find the frequencies which make
this determinant zero (Ref. 2).

All the results reported below for the phases of the project sbsuequent to this
one used special, more limited cames of the theory developed in Phase A.

Phase B (Two Dimensional Dynamics of a Rigid Bar Cabled to a Flexible mast)

For this phase of the research, more fully reported in Ref. 3, the baseline
anterma configuration was assumed to have the characteristics given in Table 1, and
no steady load in the cables. The mathematical model for the flexible mast had five
discreet mamse outside the cable attachment points and 9 inside them for a total of
19 masme. In all mast length variations, the mas per unit length wa held constant;
in hoop (rigia bar) length variations, the mas per unit length was held con t bA
its mass moment of inertia was asuamed to vary as that of a rigid circula hoop.
changes in natural frequencies as the mast length varies are shown In Figs. 3&a and b.
These configurations are symmetric above and below and hold the portion of st
length between cable attachments conratant. The odd numbered bending modes are
symmetric modes; those even numbered are antisymmetric about the configuration's
center. The half-structure analysis, using appropriate boundary conditions for
symwtry and antisymmetry gave results identical (as expected) to thos of the full
structure and resulted in 30% computer running time savings. Proper boundary
conditions for the half structure are;

For the symmetric case:
at the mast center -

lateral bending slope = 0
lateral shear force = 0
axial displacement 0

for the half bar -

rotation = 0
x and y components of cable force equal the D'Alembert
forces due to those components of the (one half) bar's
translation

For the antisymmetric case
at the mast center -

lateral displacement = 0
bending ront = 0
axial force = 0

for the half bar -
bar center displacement = 0
the cable force cou m perpendicular to the bar tms the

bar length equal the OeAle bert moment due to the (or half)
bar rotation.

I all
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When the length of the mast above the cable attachment points is varied (ie the
length of the Yeed mast), keeping its maw/length and all other mast propertien
constant, one obtains the trends shown in Figs. 4a and 5. This is one of three kinds
of asymmetry (lengthwise) examined in Ref. 3. Among other trends similarly
calculated were the effect of varying bending stiffne outside the cable attachment
points relative to that inside, the rigid hoop (bar) length and cable attachment
angles. Trends where the large steady axial load in the mast betwen cable
attachments was added and varied relative to its Culer buckling load were also
obtained. While frequencies dropped, as expected, no significant mode shape changes
occurred to within a factor of 2 of the bucling load. To asses the effects of
moving a mspended hoop (bar) from its centrally attached position, all the mast
properties were held constant, and the cable attachment points moved axially to
various offsets from the initially symmetric position. Cable angles, bar(hoop) length,
etc all remained unchanged. The resulting variations are shown in Pig. Sa and b.
(In these figures Pa = axial compressive load in the length of Central Column between
cable attachments, and Pe = the critical buckling load in that member.) The
exisce of steady axial loads induced by cable tenion i more influential as
symmetry is lost for some modes, and lew inluential in others. A total of 32
different configurations are considered in Ref. 3 with up to 10 natural modes and
frequencies given for each configuration.

This simple model provides a useful reminder that for such system, the classical
count of nodes (points of zero deflection) is only a reliable indicator of modal
number if one can make a separation betwe nodes primarily involving the continous
structure and those involving soft-spung subtrufces. This is clearly shown in Pgs.
6a, b and c.

Phase C (Two and Three Dimensional Dynamics of "To and "N" Substruchres)

This phase continued studies of component substructure dynamic behavior; first,
the "T" formed by the feed assemblies or the solar panels mounted on a central mast,
and then the "H" (really on its side) formed by the feed assemblies, mast and molar
arrays. Thee were first examined as two-dimerwional structures. Tables 2, 3 and 4
list the properties used, which were arrived at on the basis of some known dimensions
and materials and ammmptions intended to be compatable with those of the hoop
maypole antenna described In Ref. 4. Both "T" and "H" substructures can be
smmetric, and for such cases the half-"T" and half-"H" were analyzed and identical
results obtained with check calculations using the full structure (to within four places
of n value). Proper boundary conditlow for the "T- and the "B" where the fl
symmetrc structure is split, to along the center of the mast, are:

for the symmetric cam -

Transerse Shear Force 0
Sending Noment a 0

ending Slope = 0
Lateral Displacement a 0

for the antsymmetrc came

Axial Displacement = 0
Axial Force = 0

jp - p U
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Boundary conditions were zero force and moment at the free ends oft both structures;
the base of the *r", however, was assmed to be cantilevered, is zero deflections
and rotations at that point.

Changes in frequency and mode idapes were calculated as the lengtt of feed
assmblies and solar panels were varied, and for these cases of the -r-n

abstucte, some general characterlstics can be cited.

0 Solar panels are so flexible in transverse bending motion, that no axial
oxtennione of the mast are perceptable in symmetric transverse bending motions up to
the sixth mode.

0 The solar Panel "Basels" transverse bending rigidity (or lack of it) is much
that the "Continuity of slopes" required of symmetric mode iuapes appears to be
violated (and to not).

o Solar Panel Kasm/ Stlffnesn distributions are such as to result in unwaly
low vibratory deflectios near the free end in the first six nodes.

o The order at feed assembly/upper mast modes (Is & 2 nt ymerc 3rd
symmetric, * 5 hantisymmetric, Gth symmetric) is unchanged as feed assembly
length In varied from 1/2 to 3 times the base case (with constant mass/unit length).

0 The Gth feed amembly/upper mast node (2 nd symmetric) show significant
axial mast motion; the smaller the feed assembly, the greater this motion.

0 Reduaction in CPU tim using the half -T- compared to the full -T- was
26.51.

Variations of the symmetric "B substructure included solar panel length increases
(outrd) to 130% of its base case; increasing solar panel length inwiard to siortening
attachment and foundation arm commensurately) to 130%1 increasing mast length to
1L632, increasing mast stiffness by factors up to 5, increasing feed assembly stiffness
by factors up to 6 and length (hence mass) changes of from 1/2 to 3 times the baise
case. Several general conclusions can be drawn as regards the first six natural
modes and frequencies.

a they appear to be dominated by mast and feed assembly mass and by solar
panel (plus attachment) flexibility.

0 the order of modes, first antisymmetric, then alternating to the sixth (which
to symmetric) Io unchanged throughout the complete range of parameter vartatioms.

0 consistent with the alternating (antisymmetric/symmetric) nature of the first
six modes and the mass dominance of the mast and feed assembly, natural frequencis
are closely apaired". That is, each pair of symmetric and aniymmetri mode are
close in frequency, with the usual sort of frequency separation (factors at 2 to 3)
between one pair and another.

0 the effect of the mast stiffiness changes were not reflected in natural
f fqeies (to four places) and were imperceptable in the mode stuapem.

0 the effect of feed amsmbLy Stiffness and Length (and therefore maain)
changes were perceptable, but very sligt.
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Additional tretl were obtained for changes which destroyed the symmetry of the -T
and it" - obtiubres. For the "TO cases examined, much changes caued the two
sides (foed assemblies or solar arrays) to behave much more I depenenMy.. For the
ON- cases, the symmetry/antisymmetry mode Im alternation was broken and so was the
frequency "pairing".

Complete results are given in Ret. 5, where a total of 31 cotfigurationw are
considered and up to sAx natural mode shapes and frequencies are given for each.
This includes ten cormfigurationa of the 'Of'" substructure and twenty-five configurations
of the "NO substructure, of which ten are asymmetric.

To examine the fully -coupled, three diasiwionail fre* vibration behavior of the
feed assembly, mast, and solar Assembly (-U- substruch"r) * the 100 -meter
hoop-colum anttm of Ref. 4 was considered. The properties used to model the "50

mzbtrcbreof the 100 meter antennia are shown In Table, 5. The mabscripts Ov* and
"w', here, signify in -planse and out-of-plane (relative to the plane at the antennsa)
pwrpertie, respectively. In the case of the solar panels, in-plane and out-of -plane

dsgnator, refer to the planes of the panels themselves. Values at certain
eoerical and material propserte for the 100 -meter antwm model were arrived at

by scaling prdperties of the 15 meter model described in Ref . 6.* As a coaswe ae-sPe
of the lack of Intormation on specific solar panel co~prtowbeing considered In
the design at the 100-meter hoop-column artenna, a solar assembly design discumed
xztenwively in the literatare' 'C,., Was chnae for the analls. Thin design ,

referred to as the solar electric propulsion (S LP) array to capable of generating 2S
kW of power. The SE C F as modelled here, consists of three main au macomg-pone as
gaw mIn rig. 1. These are the two solar arrays themselves * which each consist of
triangular exteidlable lattice strackare masts which support flat -fold fleidble panels,
the solar boom, which to the canister that the extendable ms in kred within prior
to deployment, and the base, which contains such equipment as the solar array
rotational drive. A description of the scaling proc-ss ued, as well as additional
explmiationw for the choice of antenna proprte together with aUl the analysis resalts

are presented in Ref. I0O. The properties displayed in Table 5 represen the -base-
net from which parametric variations ware performed.

ror three -dimensional analysis of a symmetric 160 aabstrucbare, only one half of
the mahmtclmodel nee be analysed, much as in the two -dimeiwonal case. The
pertinent three -dimenional, half--U mahmtclModel is shown in Fig. 7. The
appropriate bounidary conditions on the centr body are

for the symmetric cas
all tiplane bending state variables a 0
all torsion state variables a 0

for the ant isyint nic cases
all out -of -plane bending state variables a 0
all exteiwion compression state variables a 0

Thweffc of changes in bending stimitess of th feed assembly, equal in in -planeand
ciA-of-plane directionsaon natural frequencies ware calulated and are plotted Fig. 9.
This ahm" (and mode shapes confirm) that the feed assembly stimiem value of about
10' 5 -in divides a region below which the first symmetric mode Involves primarily
feed asembly molon and above which it involves primarily solar panel motion.
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The effect of solar panel angle and boom stiffness variations on antymetlc

mode frequencies wae predicted and ts shown in Pit. 9. It Is clear that boom
stiffn&ss plays a significant role in theme troens at values of 5.10 R- tz and belo,
the mode iapes show the solar panels to behave as rigid bodies in the first three
antisymmetric modes, so that their orientation doeat affect the corresponding natural
frequencies, primarily involving, as they do, the flexibility of the circular cros
sectioned solar boom. At boom kthfes values of 3x LO N -mt and above, flexible

motions of the solar panels and the mast begin to be important, and their relative
orientations thus vary these fundamental frequencies.

Variatiow in the lowest four natural frequencies were examined as a result of
the coupling introduced by a mass sspended from the feed-mast unction but offset
Laterally (out-of-plane) from the mast center line at varying distances. This makes
the entire three -dimensional "N" subetructure asymmetric. The value of this mam8 wae
taken as 9% of the mast maws. Results are shown in FIg. 10. Namely, only the
fourth mode frequency wee affected. This overall lack of impact for substantial
offset was unexpected. When it was influential, is in the fourth mode, the mode
shape indicated this was through increased axial tenvion/compression in the mast
coupling with out-of-plane bending.

In au, Ref. 10 provides up to four fully-coupled, three -dimensional, free
vibration mode shapes and frequencies for each of twenty-one different "N"
substructure confIuratUoC.

Phase D (Zn and Out-of-Plane Dynamics of Cabls-Stiffened Polygonal oosm)

This phase of the research investigated application of the transfer matrix method
to the determination of the free vibration behavior of a series of cable-stiffeoned hoop
platfom. Hexagonal spacecraft of this kind were studied by DelvinJL
both experimentally and using a NASTRAM analysis.

In this analysis (as in the complete development of Phase A), cable, stffeners

were "divided into half" and applied at both e of a hoop segment, so that the
tzarser represented by the matrix IT) would be symmetric, so far as cable stiffeners
were concerned. Note that the cable intersection point is considered fixed to
"ground" in these studiest in Ref. 11, that point is free.

Transferring completely "around" this substructure i.e., successively across all
of the hoop segment, leads to the requirement for the structure to "clos" on itself.
Co ity of dipc and equival nce of forces and moments, lead to a
matrix form of the characteristic equation of the system. For example, by first
calculating the matrix (TI - representing the transer from the state vector at one
end of a hoop segment (station J) to that at the other (station 1+1) - raised to the
Nth power, whee N is the number of hoop segmts, the following relation may be
written:

Es~j4* (TIOslj

rImmmr, since C 3 j44a must equal Islj, this equation may be rewritten as

[( -CT] = 0

For Izlj to be non-sere, the determinant of ((11-IT) must vanish for trial
frequencies corresponding to the natural frequencies of the hoop.

p. p.
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Rather than a straightforward manipulation of the determinant of
(CI]-TIM), however, we found it possible to determine the natural frequencies
and aft shapes of the whole hoop substructure by considering the relationship
between the modal behavior of the smallest repeating element (i.e., one hoop
segment including half-cables at either end) and the remaining elements,
using Ttxmhs' method of cyclic symmtryFz. This is done by defining a complex
hoop joint state vector and linearly combining two sets of state variables
corresponding to modes which are orthogonal and which have the sam natural
frequency. That is

Elis = Cs]jli + C iS where i = f:

The periodicity of closed cyclically symmetric bodies makes it possible to relate the
state vectors at the ende of hoop elements as foUowas

Ezlj a eiY[sZji.

where y must amue one of the values:

Y = 2MVY

where n is an integer. The phase angle, y, may have (N/2+1) possible independent
values for N even and (N+1)/2 values if N is odd.

Since, the transfer relations require that Ezj = T)zlj- 1 the cyclic
mymetry relation allows writing

((cosy + isiny)CI] - CT])zlj = 0

or: (D]Czlj = 0

and for this relation to have a non-trivial solution, 1zljOO, the determinant
of ED) must vanish. The values of w which make ED) = 0 correspond to the
natural frequencies of the full hoop.

rn-plane and out-of-plane natural frequencies were obtained ueing this analysis
for hoops with S through 11 sides. Tables 6 and 7 show the properties of the hoop
analyzed and compare the prem remlts and those of Belvint 1, respectively.
Figures Ila and b show the effect of altering the number of segment sides on the first
six in-plane and out-of-plane nabaral frequencies of the I meter radhu hoop. The
in-plane frame stffening brought about by raising the number of segment@ (and thi
cables) of the constant diameter hoop is demoI raed; fairly steady rise In the flint
six in-plane frequencies can be observed an the number of hoop segments is
increased. Since this analysis asumes first order mall d oa ts, out-of-plane
vtbralorw are influenced les convistantly by cable stiffness.

Both mode shapes and frequencies were calculated for 5,6,0, and 11 aided hooas
and are presented with full discussion of the remalto in Ref. 13. Note that torque
and moment balance about the cable intersection point wos not always obvious in these
modes, (see, for example, the first in-plane and out-of-plane modes for the
pentagonal hoop in Figs. 12a and b) but comtatio nfirmed ch equilibrum In all

Comparison of computer "problem state CPU time for the subject method a
compared to elvin's NASTRUA programILL, are estimated to be, for ten moes and
frequncle, 6.1 sac and 42.3 mecs, respectively, for one c.

- 111%
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Phas B (viestigationg of Numerical Difficulties)

The full hoop-maypole antenna model scribed in Fig. 1 and Phase A of this
report was programmed for soluion on an rBK 3081-D. Static solutions were run to
confirm the internal equilibrium of cable tension loads and hoop and mast compression
load . These matactory checks lent confidence as to programming accuracy.

Attempts to run natural frequencies, however, ran into numerical difficulties.
Theme were evidenced by lack of any reaoonable continuity in the curves of
deterulnental values ver a- trial frequencies; rather such plots appeared to be a
scattering of random points. Initial checks of the validity of inverses within the
program showed that the difficulties were not there. Since the determinental values
are customarily calculated as small differences between large numbers, double
precision had been used at the outset. The authors of Ref. 2 offered a modification
to the trial and error procedure for finding natural modes and frequencies, which
ameliorates the "small differences between large numbers" problem. Essentally it
consists of asuming a state vector at one of the boundaries (the "near" end) with
each assumed value of trial frequency w, and carrying a correction coum with an
unknown coefficient for the state vector. Iterations then are made on the state vector
using values of the correction factor averaged from those (initially) different values,
wich result from conditions set by the known boundary conditions at the "far" end.
(See Ref. 2 pages 204 through 213.) This modified scheme made no improvement in P
the numerical difficulties encountered.

In the studies of the isolated hoop structures reported, above, for Phase D, the
most likely source of the numerical difficulties was revealed. The full antenna
analysis of Phase A used the straightforward requirements of hoop "closure" dscumed
at the beginning of the Phase D report, above. The isolated hoop analysis began
that way, as Well.

This straightforward approach requires formation of the matrix ETI N, as noted
earlier. Uhrig 1 4 and Davies"l have pointed out, however, that calculating the
product of transfer matrices in a long chain of identical components (in this came the
hoop segments with half-cables at each end) may lead to large errors, since all the
columns of the matrix product (TI N tend to parallelim with the eigenvector associated
with the dominant eigenvalue of the component matrix IT] as N becomes large. Note
that this is inherent in the iteration technique for calculating characteristic values.

A method suggested by Davies to avoid the parallelsm phenomena, Involves the
creation of a "mperuatrlx' which contains blocks of IT] along its diagonal. This
large umtrix is then used to obtain (TIN by Gauman elimination. While this
approach may be essentially free of rnmerical difficulties for non-closed periodic
structures, problem still aros, in the form of erratic behavior of the determinant
vatlues, when this "mapermatrix" scheme was applied to the hoop model. This sugests
that there are sme further Inherent numerical difficulties present in the application of
the transfer matrix method to closed cyclically symmetric structures. In W research
it was only possible to avoid them by taking advantage of the symmetry of the
structures, as deAonstrated by the isolated hoop analysis in Phse D.

Thus, the transfer matrix analysis method developed in Phame A for complete
hoop-maypole antenna structures would seen to require reforualation so as to allow the
cyclic symmetry of the sspended hoop to be accounted for in the integrated structure,
as it w for the Isolated hoop.

I MII I
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In any event, the user of a transfer matrix analysts should be aware of the
existence of asymptotes in the deterinantal value vs trial frequency plots for
mathematical models involving "brancheW, which provide multiple patta of transfer
leading to the same point. A simple example of this kind to the -r- substructure
disctimed under Phase C, above. There are two paths by which the transfer
proce ure can reach the single yuncture at the top of the "T-. Thus, the
determinantal value will change sign between the values of trial frequency that are on
either side of the natural frequencies of the cantilever modes of one half of the top
of the "M . This change of sign does not signify a natural frequency of the complete
"T" substructure, however, an shown in Figure 13. While, at first glance, a
complication in seeking modes for the complete systen, knowledge of the position of
these asymptotes, by partial analyses of any system, can provide guidance which could
reduce total running time for the modes of a complete, multibranched system.

Conclusion

The research reported here has provided iright regarding the complexity ot the
natural modes and frequencies of hoop-maypole antenna systim by dealing, in some
detail, with the free vibratory characteristics of some of its Subtructures and
simplified versions of the integrated system. Some typical designs reveal solar panel
support boom as being a critical structural element for some fundamental modes, and
in others the mae of feed amsemblies is shown to be a dominant factor. Cable
stiffening effects are sach that in-plane hoop modes are generally raised as the
mmber of hoop elements is increased. For the kind of symmetry foumd in a typical
design, symmetric and antisymmetric modes can be expected to be "paired, i one of
each kind found at nearly the same natural frequencies.

The transfer matrix analywis has been found to be a viable alternative to FEN
analyses for the various substructures of the hoop-maypole type of satellite antenna.
tn fact, considerable computer rurming time and storage requirement reductions relative
to NASTRAN can be expected. On the other hand, a complete analysis still awaits: a
reformulation of the integrated strucke which takes advantage of the cyclic symmetry
in the hoop platform, in order to overcome the numerical difficulties asmociated with
analyzing cloed, repetitive structures with the transfer matrix method.

mooi
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Table 1

Two Den1n1on1 Model Geometric Properties
For Baseline, Rigid Suspended Hoop, Symmetric Model

Fee Mat( ) Center Iiamt( 2 ) Solar Mast( 3)

Length (in) 900 2500 900

lass ( lb ) S0 IS0 540

91 (lb-tn 2 ) 16.21xIO9  16.24x109 16.24x0 9

ZA (lb) 60.15X106 60.151106 60.L5x106

Solar Array and Feed Assembly Mass Taken as Zero.

Cable Sprin' Rates = 75/Inch

Rigid Hoop (Spring Suspended Bar)t Mas = 800 lb

t Man 11o-nnt of Inertia = 410 9 lb -in 2

(1) above cable attachments
(2) betwen cable attacbments
(3) below cable attachments

p.. =
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Table 2

Base Case for the Upper "r" Substructure (See Fig. 1)

outboard Intermediate Inboard Upper*

Sect ion reed Arm reed Arm Feed Arm Mast

Mos, kg 68.0 68.0 68.0 175.0

Length, m 1.7 1.7 1.7 25.0

E], N2 mxlO-6  1.81 1.81 1.81 25.40

CA, N10 7  217.00 217.00 217.00 86.00

Table 3

Base Case for the Lower "I" Substructure (See Fig. 1)

Solar Solar Panel Solar Panel Lower

Section Panel Boom Base ast**

Mass, kg 20.0 5.6 305.6 60.0

Length, m 15.5 10.9 10.9 12.0

EI, K2 X1O "6  .001 .001 .001 13.30

EA, NXO "7  .001 3.44 3.4 68.80

Table 4

Base Came for the "H" Substructure

Solar Solar Panel Solar Panel Full Feed

Section Panel Boom Base Mast Assembly

Mass, kg 20.0 5.6 305.6 644.0 204.0

Length, m 15.5 10.9 10.9 92.0 5.1

EI, N2 .xlO6  .001 .001 .001 25.40 1.61

EA,mNXO " 7  .001 3.44 3.4/4 66.00 217.00

* from the upper cable attachment to feed assembly

t from the lower cable attachment to solar panels
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Table 6 - Hoop segment and cable properties

HooP Sezmen

Mass/length: .8755 kg/mter
segment cross-sectional At 3.2258 x 10-4 meter z

El in-plane: 76.96 Newton-meter z

El out-of-plane: 4925. Newton-meter z

EA: 22.90 Nlewton
G3t 113.3 Newton-meter z

Cables

Cable Length: 1 mter
Stiffnesst 1.693 x 10s Newtonsa Preload (in-plane case): 7.5954 Newtons*

b Preload (out-of-plane): 97.224 Newtons t

* Values shown correspond only to the hexagonal case:

a In-plane cable preload varies such that ratio of resulting compressive force

in each hoop segment to its Euler buckling load remains at .01 as number of
hoop sides is varied.

b Out-of-plane cable preload varies such that ratio of resulting compressive

force in each hoop segment to its uler buckling load remains at .002 as
number of hoop sides is varied.
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Table 7 - Couparon between NASTRAN and transfer matrix calculation results for
the natural frequencies of the hexagonal hoop

In-ptn

node TM method NASTRAN (Ref. 11)

1 92.1 92.1
2 116.5 116.6
3 162.0 a
4 210.0 210 1

Out -of -plane

Mod* TK method NASTRAM (Rsf.11)

1 59.00 56.41

2 129.00 126.10
3 740.00 740.30

'4 955.00 947.60
5 1369.00 1355.00

a Not reported in Belvin's results"L, probably due to a difference in modeling

of the cable junction at the "origin" or center of the hexagon, which shows

appreciable motion in this mode.
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Figure # 3a Figure # 4&a 18.
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